# Partnership Levels and Benefits

## $30,000

**All Previous Levels plus...**
- Opportunity to **advance YOUR work** towards improving shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility through RMP's Tier 4 **Institute capability building offerings**; this includes bringing opportunities directly to YOUR staff, partners, and clients
- Receive support from the RMP Team to **garner voice and perspective to support YOUR organization** to inform its action towards shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility
- Organization logo listed as an **investing partner** on RMP's [website](#); **verbal recognition** at the annual State of the Partnership event; full page color ad in event program; **VIP event benefits**

Join this **coalition of cross-sector partners and community members WORKING TOGETHER** to ensure ALL community members have the opportunity to earn an income that allows them to take care of themselves and their families, and thrive from cradle to career.

## $20,000

**All Previous Levels plus...**
- Opportunity to **advance YOUR work** towards improving shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility through RMP's Tier 3 **Institute capability building offerings**; this includes bringing opportunities directly to YOUR staff, partners, and clients
- Receive support from the RMP Team around **strategic planning**
- Organization logo listed as an **investing partner** on RMP's [website](#); **verbal recognition** at the annual State of the Partnership event; full page color ad in event program

## $15,000

**All Previous Levels plus...**
- Opportunity to **advance YOUR work** towards improving shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility through RMP's Tier 2 **Institute capability building opportunities**; this includes bringing opportunities directly to YOUR staff, partners, and clients
- Receive support from the RMP Team in **scoping, writing, and developing grants that advance YOUR work** towards improving shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility; this includes writing in a percentage for technical assistance from the RMP Team to support implementation and reporting activities
- Organization logo listed as an **investing partner** on RMP's [website](#); **verbal recognition** at the annual State of the Partnership event; half page color ad in event program

## $10,000

**All Previous Levels plus...**
- Opportunity to **advance YOUR work** towards improving shared outcomes tied to economic and social mobility through RMP's Tier 1 **Institute capability building opportunities**
- Organization logo listed as an **investing partner** on RMP's [website](#); **verbal recognition** at the annual State of the Partnership event; quarter page color ad in event program

## $5,000

- **Seat on the Community Leaders Council** alongside other C-suite executives and community leaders (including an opportunity to serve on the RMP Steering Committee)
- **Access to disaggregated** national, state, and local **quantitative and qualitative data**; inventories of public policies, public funding, programs, services, and best practices; and other information for each of RMP’s **priority areas**
- Opportunity to **develop your capabilities to advance the collective work** through RMP’s **Institute**
- Receive support from the RMP Team in **scoping, writing, and developing collective/joint grants** to advance collective work
- Opportunity to **work alongside community members** and utilize their unique perspective and insights to inform your action
- **Affiliation with StriveTogether’s nationally recognized network** of nearly 70 communities, providing access to a proven framework and best practices
- Invitations to **exclusive networking events**
- Organization name listed as an **Investing Partner** on RMP’s [website](#)
- **Receive Digital Investing Partner Badge** to recognize your organization’s annual commitment to RMP’s **vision, mission**, and **collective work**

For questions about becoming an Investing Partner, contact Jody Nowicki at JodyNowicki@RMPBackbone.org.